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to help find a way out, diverting a total British kill which will plunge

Argentina into chaos. Ambassador Shlaudeman comments that this 31

May conversation at least opens a line of military-to-military communi-

cation that could prove useful to the future.

4. (S/NF) I call [less than 1 line not declassified] to your attention as a

new [1 line not declassified] appealing for US intercession to arrange an

“armistice” now. [less than 1 line not declassified] is presented as a possible

indicator of wider defeatist sentiment in the Argentine military. The [less

than 1 line not declassified] state that USCINCSO Nutting should be

apprised of the desire of [less than 1 line not declassified] to quit, so that he

could communicate it to Washington, invoking some sort of political

intercession with the belligerence to halt the fighting now.

5. (S/NF) I acknowledge that the thesis that things will be worse if

Argentina is defeated is not proven. It is equally possible that a sound

defeat might bring the Argentines to their senses. Letting them down

easily might permit them to continue down the self-destructive path they

have been following. Nevertheless, our strategic interests in Latin Amer-

ica very likely will only be further damaged by continuation of the pres-

ent course. I urge that:

— We immediately cease all actions which have a negative political,

economic, or military impact on Argentina.

— Convince British authorities that further prosecution of the battle

will mainly result in grave strategic damage to the Americas.

— Renew US Government efforts to devise a formula which will

be face-saving for both sides.

321. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in

Brazil

1

Washington, June 3, 1982, 2341Z

152723. Exdis ZFF Brasilia & Secretary only. Subject: UK Vulcan

Bomber in Brazil. Ref: (A) Streator/Smith Telcon on June 3, (B) Motley/

Kilday Telcon.
2

1

Source: Department of State, Central Foreign Policy File, D850288–0106. Secret;

Niact Immediate; Exdis. Sent for information Immediate to Buenos Aires, London, the

Department of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Secretary of State Haig as Tosec

80053. Drafted by K. Smith; cleared by Morns (EUR/NE), Blackwill, Kilday, Kantor,

Service, and in S/S–O; and approved by Eagleburger. Haig was then in Paris with

Reagan for bilateral talks with French officials and the forthcoming June 5–6 Versailles

Economic Summit.

2

No memorandum of conversation of either of these telephone calls has been found.
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1. Secret–Entire text.

2. UK Defense Minister John Nott passed to Embassy London “as

courtesy” the following information regarding emergency landing of

British Vulcan bomber at Rio de Janiero June 3:

—The Vulcan had to make emergency landing in Brazil due to

failure of in-flight refueling;

—The plane carried a Shrike missile (AGM–45) which the pilot

could not jettison before landing;

—The Brazilians are being helpful in getting the plane on its way

back to UK territory;

—The Brazilians, however, will not allow the plane to take off with

weapons aboard (including Shrike);

—Pilot has been instructed by UK MOD to comply with Brazil-

ian request.

3. Nott said that it was in interest of US and UK to recover the

Shrike before it could be taken apart by Brazilians.

4. UK Embassy later informed Department that the missile is in a

lethal state since firing mechanism had been activated. MOD was send-

ing radio instructions to crew on how to disarm the Shrike, and the

UK had asked the Brazilians for permission to send a transport aircraft

to recover the Shrike and other ordnance that may have been on the

aircraft.

5. The British are hopeful that they can recover the plane and its

weapons quickly and with little public notice. We want to avoid, if

possible, any public mention of the Shrike, particularly since it is of

US manufacture and was supplied to the UK after start of Falklands

dispute. Embassy Brasilia should maintain as low profile as possible

during the Vulcan Shrike recovery and treat issue as bilateral UK-GOB

matter to greatest extent possible.

6. We understand that Embassy Brasilia has been in contact with

UK Embassy which confirms that FAB is cooperating with British in

this matter, leading Embassy Brasilia to conclude that British will be

able to arrange for Shrike recovery without US assistance. Nevertheless,

the Shrike contains sensitive US technology and we must assure that

the weapon is not inspected or taken apart for study. If US assistance

appears essential to maintain security of technology, Embassy should

approach GOB confidentially at high level and register our strong

desire for the immediate release of the Shrike to UK authorities.
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7. Buenos Aires minimize considered.
3

Stoessel

3

On June 14, the British Air Attaché in Brasilia informed the Embassy that the

Shrike missile had been removed from the Vulcan by the Brazilians and detailed the

security arrangements that were being provided. (Telegram 4931 from Brasilia, June 14;

Department of State, Central Foreign Policy File, D850363–0040) In telegram 166547 to

Brasilia, June 17, the Department advised the Embassy that “the technology contained

in the missile in the hands of the BAF is not sufficiently sensitive or advanced for USG

to risk a negative diplomatic impact by even addressing the Brazilians on this issue.”

(Department of State, Central Foreign Policy File, D850378–0800)

322. Memorandum From Secretary of State Haig to

President Reagan

1

Paris, undated

SUBJECT

Your meeting with Prime Minister Thatcher at the Versailles Summit

Although you obviously need none, it might be helpful to review

some ideas associated with Falklands that you might draw upon in

your discussion with Prime Minister Thatcher.
2

She will come to you

concerned that you will join with Bonn and Paris in (1) urging a cease

fire and negotiations before she has secured the Falklands or, (2) the

longer term, a more magnanimous position on the ultimate status of

the Islands to avoid a protracted conflict. It goes without saying there

1

Source: Department of State, Executive Secretariat, Files of Alexander M. Haig, Jr.,

1981–1982, Lot 82D370, (3) Falklands Crisis 1982. Secret. At the top of the memorandum,

Goldberg wrote: “6/4/82 at U.S. Amb. Resid.” and “1½ hr.” Below this notation, Goldberg

added: “Written by AMH [unclear] midnite 6/3/82.”

2

No U.S. record of this meeting has been found. For the entire period of Reagan’s

June 2–11 European trip, the President’s Daily Diary only records Reagan’s movements

and not his individual meetings. In her memoirs, Thatcher recalled of the June 4 meeting:

“My first and most important meeting was, of course, with President Reagan who was

staying at the US Embassy. We talked alone, as he preferred it. I thanked him for the

great help we had received from the United States. I asked him what the Americans

could do to help repatriate the Argentine PoWs. I also requested that the American vote

should support us in the Security Council.” (Thatcher, Downing Street Years, p. 231) Of

Haig’s meeting with Pym on the South Atlantic which took place in Paris, the British

Official History records: “The Secretary of State was still expressing his view that Galtieri

would continue with hostilities from the mainland as the best way of keeping his job,

and was not sure, as the British hoped and Reagan seemed to accept, that the return of

prisoners would provide much leverage. He was still worried largely about the US

position in Latin America.” (Freedman, Official History, vol. II, p. 531)
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